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A B S T R A C T   

Pickering emulsions are eco-friendly, stabilized by solid particles, and have an essential role in leading industries. 
Although Pickering emulations have found several applications, surprisingly few investigations have attempted 
to explore the effectiveness of various mechanical processes for its production. To fill these gaps, the present 
investigation comprehensively examined the application of various Pickering emulsion preparation processes 
such as rotor-stator homogenization emulsification (R-SH), ultrasonic emulsification, and their combined pro-
cesses by using nano-silica particles. The influences of emulsification time and intensity on emulsion droplets’ 
distribution were analyzed as indicative factors. The kerosene/water nano-silica Pickering emulsion was utilized 
for all assessments. The obtained results demonstrated that the main distribution peak of the emulsion prepared 
by R-SH occurred where the chord length was greater than 40 μm. Micro-scale nano-silica-aggregates generated 
large droplets, while the fine-emulsion fraction was significantly increased after ultrasonic treatment. The 
experimental results showed that the emulsion prepared only by ultrasound needed substantial power to form a 
Pickering emulsion since the oil phase was difficult to disperse in the water phase. Finally, it was concluded that 
preprocessing by R-SH could form a stable and uniform emulsion speedily, which is essential for ultrasound 
emulsion preparation.   

1. Introduction 

Pickering emulsions are the type of emulsions that are typically 
stabilized by solid particles instead of surfactants [1–3]. Compared to 
traditional surfactant-stabilized emulsions, Pickering emulsion has 
several potential advantages: low cost and reduced emulsifier con-
sumption, eco-friendliness and low toxicity to the human body, strong 
stabilization, and no susceptibility to factors such as pH, salt concen-
tration, temperature, and oil phase composition [4]. Hence, this emul-
sion has vital applications in food, cosmetics, medicine, mining, and 
other industries. Further, a variety of solid particles can be used for 
stabilization, including clays [5], carbon black [6], polysaccharide [7], 
and inorganic particles [8]. The effectiveness of the solid stabilizing 
emulsions depends on multiple factors; among them, the most important 

one is related to the particles having a certain degree of wettability. The 
size of particles should also be finer than the emulsion droplet, at least 
by order of magnitude [9]. 

In recent years, with the development of nanotechnology, various 
nanoparticles were synthesized whose application for Pickering emul-
sion stabilization led to significant enhancement in their production 
process. Binks discussed the preparation process and properties of oil-in- 
water emulsions stabilized by colloidal silica particles, focusing on the 
effect of particles’ wettability and proportion [3]. After that, the effect of 
oil–water ratio on emulsions properties was reported in other in-
vestigations [2,3,9–11]. Whitby et al. explored the properties of such 
emulsions formed in the presence of colloidal mixtures of hydrophobic 
titania and hydrophilic silica particles. They indicated that the silica 
particles were not attached to the droplets’ surface and did not form a 
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particle layer like the titania particles. Nevertheless, the concentration 
of silica particles affected the stability of the emulsion [12]. It was re-
ported that the stabilization of emulsions by two types of particles (i.e., 
bentonite and magnesium aluminum hydroxide) with opposite charges 
makes the emulsions reasonably stable. It was also demonstrated that 
the flow behavior of the emulsion was dependent on the mass fraction of 
the hydroxide. Also, the emulsion stability was not affected by the 
mixing ratio of the two compounds when the total solid content was 
0.5% [13]. However, only a few studies explored the effect of me-
chanical processes on Pickering emulsion production. 

Pickering emulsion can be prepared using different mechanical 
processes, including rotor–stator homogenization (R-SH), ultrasonic, 
and membrane emulsification, as well as microfluidic technology [4,14- 
17]. These methods have various advantages based on the applied 
technologies (Table 1). For instance, the R-SH is one of the most 
commonly employed techniques. Its marked advantages (i.e., simplicity, 
convenience, and low cost) make it a suitable method for industrial-scale 
production. Still, it has one drawback, i.e., the emulsion made by this 
method may not be uniform due to the limit of energy input. 

In recent years, the ultrasound method has also been frequently used 
for the emulsification process [19]. Compared with the R-SH, ultrasound 
has higher energy input. The violent cavitation and shear stress caused 
by ultrasound can promote the adsorption of a stabilizer on the two- 
phase interface [4]. Besides, the droplet size of the emulsion is 
smaller, and the stability is higher [20,21]. However, it also has some 
limitations. The violent collapse of ultrasonic cavitation bubbles pri-
marily leads to a sharp temperature enhancement, resulting in a high 
energy cost [4]. Other methods like membrane emulsification and 
microfluidic technology are low energy-intensive and environmentally 
friendly. In the membrane emulsification process, the liquid phase is 
forced through the membrane pores, forming droplets on the penetra-
tion side of the membrane, and then the droplets are carried away [22]. 
Microfluidic technology, such as membrane emulsification, is a drop-by- 
drop technology. The major limitation of membrane emulsification and 
microfluidic technology is the low yield [16]. 

Although the influence of particle properties on emulsion stabiliza-
tion has been widely examined, little attention has been paid to the 
mechanical processes for producing Pickering emulsions. This study is 
aimed to explore the effect of two traditional mechanical processes (R- 
SH and ultrasound) on the characteristics of Pickering emulsion stabi-
lized by nano-silica particles (NSP). The emulsification time of both 
traditional mechanical processes on the emulsion features is investi-
gated. Afterward, a proper combination of these two mechanical pro-
cesses is presented. Finally, the properties of emulsions (emulsion 
droplet size and distribution) prepared by different mechanical methods 
are compared based on the optimal technique. 

2. Experimental process 

2.1. Materials 

Kerosene was used as the emulsion’s oil phase (Sinopharm Group Co. 
Ltd., China). Kerosene emulsion is commonly used as a collector for 
graphite’s flotation processes [23,24] and coal [25,26]. Therefore, 
kerosene was still chosen for further research on kerosene Pickering 

emulsion. Deionized water was used as the water phase (DI; resistivity 
18.2 MΩ∙cm) and nano-silica particles (NSP) (20 ± 0.5 nm) (LABCOM 
laboratory Supplies Mall (Beijing, China)), Cyclohexane (Xilong Chem-
ical Co., Ltd.), and trimethylchlorosilane (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent 
Co., Ltd.) were used for the hydrophobic modification of NSP. 

2.2. Hydrophobic modification of NSP 

It is well documented that particles with good hydrophilic or hy-
drophobic properties are not conducive to the stability of emulsions 
[27,28]. Thus, a hydrophobic NSP was prepared, and the modification 
process was performed in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask. 2.5 g NSP was 
dispersed into the trimethylchlorosilane (150 μL) diluted with Cyclo-
hexane (100 mL) at room temperature. The chemical reaction took >12 
h to complete. Once the reaction was completed, the NSP was separated 
from solutions by drying at 80 ℃ temperature. The reaction during the 
process is expressed as follows [29]: 

− Si − OH+(CH3)3SiCl→ − Si − O − Si(CH3)3 +HCl (1)  

2.3. Emulsion preparation 

The amount and size of added NSP affect the emulsion properties 
[2,30,31], which were kept constant in this work. However, the effect of 
different emulsification methods on the emulsion is the main target of 
this investigation. Before the emulsification process, the hydrophobic 
NSP (0.20% w/w) was pre-dispersed in oil. In each given emulsification 
test, 50 mL emulsion was prepared with a fixed oil–water ratio (20%). 
The high-speed homogenizer (FLUKO Shanghai Equipment Co., Ltd, 
China) was used for R-SH (Fig. 1a). A 20 kHz ultrasound device (VCX 
800, SONICS, US), having 800 W power, was used for ultrasonic emul-
sification (Fig. 1b). This ultrasound device changes the magnitude of 

Table 1 
Characteristics of different emulsification technologies [18]. (+ = yes; - = no; +/- = intermediate).  

Methods Easy 
setting- 
up 

Quick 
process 

Absence of 
particle disruption 
risk 

Absence of 
temperature rise 
risk 

Possibility to obtain 
sub micrometric 
droplets 

Low poly 
disparity 

Low energy 
consumption 

Potential 
industrialization 

Rotor-stator 
homogenization 

þ þ – – – – þ/- þ

Ultrasonic þ þ – – þ – þ/- – 
Membrane – – þ þ þ þ þ – 
Microfluidic – – þ þ þ þ þ –  

Fig. 1. A schematic demonstration of the high-speed homogenizer (a) and ul-
trasound device (b) for emulsification. 
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ultrasound energy input by varying the ultrasound amplitude. In this 
study, the ultrasound intensity refers to the percent of ultrasound 
amplitude. The experimental parameters and levels are given in Table 2. 
The oil-in-water emulsion was prepared thrice. After the emulsion was 
prepared, the droplet distribution and optical microscopic images of 
each emulsion were immediately measured to describe their properties. 

2.4. Measurement of the emulsion properties 

2.4.1. Characterization of Pickering emulsion droplets distribution 
The droplet size distribution measurements were carried out using 

focused beam reflectance measurement G400 (FBRM) (Mettler-Toledo 
Ltd., Redmond, WA, USA). FBRM probe was put into 1 mL of emulsion 
diluted into 300 mL ultrapure water being stirred at 450 rpm during the 
measurement. The chord length distribution of the emulsion droplet size 
was thus obtained. When the particle passes through the measurement 
area, the focused beam hits one side of the particle and is reflected. At 
this time, the enhanced signal continues to be detected until it reaches 
the other side of the particle. The time of this reflected beam is multi-
plied by the scanning speed to get the distance, so-called the particle’s 
“chord length”. The microscopic morphology of the emulsion was ob-
tained by polarizing microscopy (Sunny Optical-Instrument, Zhejiang, 
China) at a magnification of 20x. A small amount of emulsion taken by 
the straw was applied to the glass slide, and optical microscopic images 

of emulsion droplets were obtained. 
FBRM and optical microscopic images provide qualitative and 

quantitative estimations of the droplet size. The emulsion results were 
analyzed for the mean droplet diameter (d50), Sauter mean diameter 
(D3,2) presented in Eq. (2)., volume mean diameter (D4,3) as shown in 
Eq. (3), and relative span (δ) [38] given in Eq. (4). 

D3,2 =

∑
(nd3)

∑
(nd2)

(2)  

D4,3 =

∑
(nd4)

∑
(nd3)

(3) 

where n is the number of particles with diameter d. 

δ =
d90 − d10

d50
(4) 

where d90, d10, d50 are the droplet diameters corresponding to 90%, 
10% and 50% (v/v) on accumulation curve. δ is used to characterize the 
emulsion dispersion; <0.5 indicates a higher degree of monodispersity. 

Relative standard deviation (RSD) was used to describe the reliability 
of the experimental data: 

RSD =
S
x
× 100% (2) 

where S is the standard deviation; x is the average. RSDs are shown in 
Table A1 to Table A6 (in the appendix). Interestingly, the measurement 
size indicated by FBRM varied from that indicated by the optical mi-
croscope images under the same conditions. Similar phenomena have 
been reported by other investigations [32-35]. FBRM results are 
compared with alternative particle sizing techniques such as laser 
diffraction, ultrasonic attenuation spectroscopy, image analysis, and 
sieving analysis [32-36]. A lot of literature [32-36] has reported the 
phenomena that the FBRM oversized fine particles and undersized 
coarse ones compared to other particle sizing techniques. Some RSD 
values >5% were observed in the appendix, which may be attributed to 
the inherent flaws of the FBRM technique. It is notable that the literature 
also shows strong linear relations for measurement results between 

Table 2 
The experimental parameters and levels for different preparation methods.  

Preparation method Parameter Level 

R-SH Intensity (Stirring speed, 
rpm) 

10000, 13000, 16000, 
19,000 

Time (min) 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 
Ultrasound Intensity (%) 20, 50, 80 

Time (min) 6, 10, 20 
Combined R-SH with 

ultrasound 
Ultrasound intensity (%) 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 

100 
Ultrasound time (min) 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 
R-SH time (min) 1, 2, 4, 6, 8  

Fig. 2. Optical microscopic images of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH with different intensities: (a) 10,000, (b) 13,000, (c) 16,000, and (d) 19,000 rpm.  
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FBRM and other particle sizing techniques [32-37]. Most of the RSDs in 
the appendix are smaller than 5%, which supports the availability of the 
FBRM. Thus, the FBRM is a reliable particle sizing technique. 

2.4.1.1. NSP size measurement. The size of the NSP was measured using 
Nano Brook Omni (Brookhaven, US). 0.20 g of NSP was dispersed in 50 
mL ultrapure water, and 1 mL solution was used for size measurement. 
Measurement was repeated five times, and the average was reported as 
the final value. 

2.4.1.2. Zeta potential of NSP. The zeta potential of the NSP was 
measured using Nano Brook Omni (Brookhaven, US). Disperse 0.20 g of 
NSP in 50 mL ultrapure water, and 1 mL solution was used for the test. 
Each experiment was repeated five times, and the average was consid-
ered as the final value. 

2.4.1.3. NSP X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. To observe the influence 
of R-SH or ultrasonic on the NSP surface, XPS was used to analyze the 
NSP surface. The model of XPS used in the test is ESCALAB 250xi 
(Thermo Fisher, USA). XPSPEAK41 fitted the obtained data. Physical 
displacement was produced in the process of testing non-conductive 
samples, and the degree of displacement was different according to 

Fig. 3. Chord length of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH with different intensities (a is distribution curve, and b is accumulation curve).  

Table 3 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH with 
different intensities.  

Average 
diameter 

R-SH intensity (rpm) 

10,000 13,000 16,000 19,000 

d10 (μm) 3.86 (±0.35) 
[3.28,4.20] 

3.48 (±0.19) 
[3.29,3.73] 

3.48 (±0.09) 
[3.35,3.56] 

3.45 (±0.09) 
[3.35,3.53] 

d50 (μm) 15.50 (±1.13) 
[14.05,16.69] 

14.86 (±1.41) 
[13.33,17.12] 

14.63 (±1.03) 
[13.71,15.82] 

14.49 (±0.53) 
[13.81,15.17] 

d90 (μm) 65.35 (±1.60) 
[62.94,67.09] 

60.78 (±1.17) 
[58.96,61.90] 

58.09 (±2.41) 
[54.73,60.24] 

61.04 (±0.85) 
[60.01,62.03] 

D3,2 (μm) 61.49 (±1.39) 
[60.25,63.63] 

57.55 (±1.67) 
[55.12,59.35] 

55.00 (±2.37) 
[50.96,56.77] 

58.08 (±0.97) 
[56.48,59.11] 

D4,3 (μm) 68.24 (±2.04) 
[66.75,71.59] 

63.88 (±2.01) 
[61.15,65.91] 

61.47 (±2.78) 
[56.53,63.22] 

64.67 (±1.41) 
[62.47,66.31] 

δ 3.98 (±0.23) 
[3.77,4.24] 

3.88 (±0.32) 
[3.33,4.16] 

3.75 (±0.34) 
[3.27,4.10] 

3.97 (±0.17) 
[3.73,4.16] 

Note: [a1,a2]—a1 and a2 are the minimum and maximum values of the measured 
data. 

Fig. 4. Photographic images of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH at different times: (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 4, (d) 6, (e) 8, and (f) 12 min.  
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Fig. 5. Chord length of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH at different times (a is distribution curve, and b is accumulation curve).  

Table 4 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by R-SH at different times.  

Average diameter Time (min) 

1 2 4 6 8 12 

d10 (μm) 4.28 (±0.46) 
[3.80,5.03] 

4.28 (±0.56) 
[3.34,4.69] 

3.20 (±0.15) 
[3.05,3.35] 

3.48 (±0.09) 
[3.35,3.56] 

3.65 (±0.23) 
[3.32,3.89] 

3.47 (±0.14) 
[3.31,3.64] 

d50 (μm) 16.53 (±1.35) 
[15.06,18.62] 

17.78 (±2.11) 
[14.32,19.49] 

13.76 (±0.67) 
[13.00,14.53] 

14.63 (±1.03) 
[13.71,15.82] 

15.05 (±1.07) 
[13.41,16.27] 

15.37 (±0.85) 
[14.27,16.63] 

d90 (μm) 73.77 (±2.09) 
[70.79,75.55] 

64.61 (±5.82) 
[54.25,67.13] 

52.46 (±1.15) 
[51.62,54.28] 

58.09 (±2.41) 
[54.73,60.24] 

62.41 (±1.67) 
[60.00,64.18] 

65.58 (±1.21) 
[64.11,67.08] 

D3,2 (μm) 68.95 (±1.28) 
[67.50,70.54] 

60.43 (±4.14) 
[53.14,63.41] 

50.80 (±1.57) 
[49.48,53.14] 

55.00 (±2.37) 
[50.96,56.77] 

59.33 (±1.63) 
[57.24,61.68] 

62.72 (±1.45) 
[60.69,64.54] 

D4,3 (μm) 75.78 (±1.63) 
[73.86,77.90] 

67.05 (±3.74) 
[60.56,69.00] 

57.49 (±1.96) 
[55.88,60.56] 

61.47 (±2.78) 
[56.53,63.22] 

65.92 (±2.35) 
[63.63,69.87] 

69.63 (±1.77) 
[67.27,71.98] 

δ 4.25 (±0.39) 
[3.78,4.74] 

3.41 (±0.21) 
[3.18,3.65] 

3.59 (±0.18) 
[3.34,3.78] 

3.75 (±0.34) 
[3.27,4.10] 

3.91 (±0.19) 
[3.71,4.21] 

4.05 (±0.22) 
[3.75,4.28]  

Fig. 6. Microscopic images of emulsion droplets prepared by ultrasound underdifferent conditions of (a) 20% − 6 min, (b) 50% − 6 min, and (c) 50% − 10 min.  
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the conductivity of the samples. The binding energy was corrected based 
on the C–C bond of 284.8 eV in the C element. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. R-SH 

3.1.1. Intensity 
For the sake of description, emulsions with a chord length of a to b 

μm should be defined as an emulsion (a - b). The emulsions are prepared 
by R-SH under different intensities, with 6 min emulsification time. The 
optical microscopic images and the chord length of the emulsions are 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The chord lengths d10, d50, d90, 
D3,2, D4,3, and δ of the emulsions are presented in Table 3. Fig. 2, and 
Fig. 3 show the measurement results of emulsion droplet sizes provided 
by the optical microscope and FBRM, respectively. 

The presented results in Fig. 2 indicate a significant difference in the 
number of coarse droplets nucleated within the emulsion under the 
examined four intensities. Fig. 3a displays two peaks in the distribution 
of emulsion droplets, consistent with the δ given in Table 3. As shown in 
Fig. 3b, the composition of the emulsion (<10) is less at 10,000 rpm, and 
significant differences exist in emulsion (>30).Table 3 indicates that 
with the increase in R-SH intensity, the d50 of emulsion keeps getting 
smaller, and the d90 of emulsion initially decreases and then increases. In 
this context, Jafari et al. pointed out that the emulsion droplet size could 
not be reduced with energy input below a certain size [39]. Thus, 
continuing to input energy might be inefficient or sometimes could in-
crease the emulsion droplet size because of poor stabilization of the 
newly formed droplets. Therefore, as R-SH time or R-SH intensity in-
crease, there is an inflection point in the size of the emulsion droplets, 
and the size of emulsion droplets begin to increase after the inflection 
point. Thus, 16,000 rpm with the lowest D3,2, D4,3, and δ is chosen for 
further assessments. 

3.1.2. Time 
R-SH prepared the emulsions at different times, and the R-SH in-

tensity was 16,000 rpm. The optical microscopic images and the chord 
length of the emulsions are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. The 
chord lengths d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of the emulsions are pre-
sented in Table 4 in detail. 

Fig. 5 and Table 4 show the law of emulsion droplet size change in 
terms of R-SH time. As time increases, the emulsion’s droplet size first 
decreases and then increases, consistent with the research conclusion 

[40]. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that unlike the effect of R-SH strength on 
the emulsion, the effect of R-SH time on the emulsion is quite significant, 
also complemented by Fig. 5. The larger range of time variables causes 
this phenomenon, and the law of the three curves of 6, 8, and 12 min is 
similar to the law of R-SH intensity change. Therefore, relative to the 
intensity determined by the equipment, it is necessary to explore a good 
R-SH time. There are still two peaks in the curve in Fig. 5 (a). 4 min with 
the minimum d50, D3,2, and D4,3 is the most suitable condition. 

3.2. Ultrasound 

The composition of the water phase observed through the micro-
scope is shown in Fig. 6. It illustrates that ultrasound emulsifies the oil 
phase to form smaller oil droplets than R-SH but with substantially lower 
efficiency. However, outcomes of the ultrasound process for Pickering 
emulsion preparation indicated that this procedure could not prepare a 
stable emulsion (Fig. 7a). This phenomenon could be due to the 
dispersion area of R-SH having a larger volume, which results in a lower 
average power density [41]. Unlike R-SH, the ultrasound energy is 
concentrated near the probe, causing cavitation. It can prepare an 
emulsion with smaller emulsion droplets, but the efficiency is also lower 
[42]. The test results given in Fig. 6 are consistent with the above 
literature. Compared with R-SH, ultrasound is difficult to form a stable 
emulsion under the condition of low power or short time, which shows 
the lower efficiency of ultrasound. As shown in Fig. 6, under the con-
ditions of 20% − 6 min, 50% − 6 min, 50% − 10 min, the emulsion is 
difficult to stabilize, and the emulsion droplets are difficult to form. As 
shown in Fig. 6 (a), few droplets are observed under the condition of 
20% − 6 min. When the ultrasonic intensity is increased from 20% to 
50%, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), the agglomeration of droplets is observed. In 
addition to that, the agglomeration of droplets is obvious when ultra-
sonic time is increased from 6 min to 10 min, as shown in Fig. 6 (c). 

As the input energy increases, the number of emulsion droplets in the 
emulsified phase grows. It can be inferred that if just ultrasound is used, 
a significant ultrasound intensity or ultrasound time would probably be 
required to obtain a uniform emulsion. However, results indicated that a 
uniform emulsion could not be obtained when the ultrasound time in-
creases (Fig. 7 b), while increasing the ultrasound intensity led to the 
formation of uniform emulsion (Fig. 7 c). In addition, the size of the 
emulsion droplets formed by ultrasound is smaller with a more uniform 
particle size compared to the R-SH results; however, the efficiency of 
forming emulsion is lower. Cavitation in the ultrasonic treatment could 
violently form vapor cavities in the liquid, generating local high 

Fig. 7. Macro photo of emulsion prepared by ultrasound at different conditions (a) 50% − 10 min, (b) 50% − 20 min, and (c) 80% − 10 min.  
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Fig. 8. Optical microscopic images of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH (16,000 rpm − 4 min) and ultrasound at different times (a) 1, (b) 
2, (c) 4, (d) 6, and (e) 8 min. 

Fig. 9. Chord length of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH and ultrasound at different times (a is distribution curve, and b is accumu-
lation curve). 

Table 5 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3 and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH and ultrasound at different times.  

Average diameter Ultrasound time (min)  

1 2 4 6 8 

d10 (μm) 2.43 (±0.08) 
[2.33,2.50] 

2.55 (±0.12) 
[2.37,2.71] 

2.48 (±0.11) 
[2.31,2.56] 

2.41 (±0.05) 
[2.35,2.49] 

2.51 (±0.08) 
[2.39,2.57] 

d50 (μm) 11.76 (±0.56) 
[11.25,12.63] 

11.86 (±0.12) 
[11.78,12.06] 

11.60 (±0.19) 
[11.40,11.91] 

11.74 (±0.45) 
[10.94,11.98] 

11.87 (±0.70) 
[11.06,12.80] 

d90 (μm) 35.34 (±0.84) 
[34.16,36.14] 

34.33 (±0.48) 
[33.60,34.78] 

34.40 (±1.28) 
[33.12,36.38] 

35.63 (±0.52) 
[34.96,36.30] 

37.44 (±0.83) 
[36.50,38.71] 

D3,2 (μm) 34.84 (±1.01) 
[33.77,35.80] 

34.95 (±0.90) 
[34.07,36.31] 

35.28 (±1.47) 
[33.68,37.27] 

35.84 (±1.43) 
[34.17,38.11] 

39.01 (±1.34) 
[37.62,40.42] 

D4,3 (μm) 40.71 (±1.54) 
[38.99,42.13] 

42.50 (±2.46) 
[40.19,46.03] 

42.32 (±2.33) 
[39.07,44.28] 

42.43 (±2.75) 
[39.41,46.62] 

47.10 (±2.72) 
[43.36,49.64] 

δ 2.80 (±0.15) 
[2.63,3.01] 

2.68 (±0.06) 
[2.62,2.74] 

2.75 (±0.12) 
[2.64,2.95] 

2.83 (±0.09) 
[2.76,2.98] 

2.95 (±0.12) 
[2.83,3.12]  
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pressure, stress, and temperature, leading to the formation of emulsions. 
But since breaking an interface requires a large amount of energy, it is 
better to first prepare an emulsion before applying ultrasound treatment 
[40]. 

The influence of ultrasound time and intensity was studied in detail 
for a combined process “R-SH and ultrasound” to explore the effect of 
ultrasound on emulsion stability. 

3.3. Combined process (R-SH and ultrasound) 

3.3.1. Ultrasound time 
Section 3.2 shows that ultrasonic intensity greatly influences the 

emulsion, especially at high intensity. Therefore, the emulsion is first 
treated with R-SH at 16000 rpm for 4 min and then further emulsified by 
ultrasound at different times with 80% ultrasound intensity. The optical 

Fig. 10. Optical microscope images of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH (16,000 rpm − 4 min) and ultrasound with different intensities: 
(a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, (d) 50, (e) 60, (f) 80, and (g) 100%. 

Fig. 11. Chord length of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH and ultrasound with different intensities (a is distribution curve, and b is 
accumulation curve). 

Table 6 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH and ultrasound with different intensities.  

Average diameter Ultrasound intensity (%) 

20 30 40 50 60 80 100 

d10 (μm) 3.01 (±0.09) 
[2.87,3.08] 

3.30 (±0.39) 
[3.06,3.99] 

2.63 (±0.11) 
[2.53,2.79] 

2.53 (±0.06) 
[2.48,2.62] 

2.50 (±0.08) 
[2.37,2.57] 

2.44 (±0.10) 
[2.28,2.51] 

2.52 (±0.05) 
[2.44,2.56] 

d50 (μm) 13.59 (±0.59) 
[12.89,14.42] 

13.49 (±1.09) 
[12.58,15.31] 

11.89 (±0.72) 
[11.21,12.96] 

11.45 (±0.38) 
[10.80,11.75] 

11.87 (±0.30) 
[11.62,12.38] 

11.61 (±0.52) 
[10.82,12.22] 

11.91 (±0.41) 
[11.42,12.34] 

d90 (μm) 50.50 (±0.82) 
[49.12,51.27] 

49.91 (±1.37) 
[47.78,51.51] 

47.80 (±1.78) 
[45.07,50.01] 

36.00 (±1.10) 
[34.78,36.95] 

34.35 (±1.01) 
[33.18,35.59] 

34.82 (±1.26) 
[33.91,36.18] 

36.96 (±0.66) 
[36.31,38.00] 

D3,2 (μm) 49.44 (±0.70) 
[48.72,50.44] 

49.38 (±1.05) 
[48.04,50.34] 

49.56 (±1.43) 
[47.68,50.84] 

36.73 (±1.16) 
[34.71,37.49] 

35.48 (±1.13) 
[34.24,37.28] 

37.01 (±1.80) 
[34.40,39.28] 

38.39 (±2.02) 
[35.58,41.26] 

D4,3 (μm) 56.56 (±1.19) 
[55.39,57.87] 

56.58 (±1.61) 
[54.60,58.41] 

57.99 (±1.86) 
[55.86,60.22] 

43.66 (±2.25) 
[40.38,46.50] 

43.31 (±2.33) 
[41.38,46.79] 

45.30 (±4.24) 
[40.47,52.07] 

46.04 (±3.55) 
[41.09,50.94] 

δ 3.50 (±0.12) 
[3.30,3.59] 

3.47 (±0.22) 
[3.15,3.72] 

3.80 (±0.16) 
[3.64,4.00] 

2.92 (±0.09) 
[2.78,2.99] 

2.69 (±0.10) 
[2.60,2.85] 

2.79 (±0.11) 
[2.69,2.97] 

2.89 (±0.13) 
[2.78,3.08]  
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microscope images and the chord length of the emulsions are shown in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The chord length indicators, including 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of the emulsions, are shown in Table 5. 

A comparison between, Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 8 shows that large 
droplets are significantly reduced, and they became more uniform as a 
result of combining methods. Chord length results also complemented 
these outcomes. Compared with R-SH, the peaks of the emulsion dis-
tribution curve in Fig. 9 (a) became three, wherein the content of 
emulsion (20–100) was significantly reduced, and emulsion (10–20) was 
significantly increased. As shown in Fig. 9, it is clear that the effect of 
ultrasound time on the emulsion is not significant on the emulsion, 
which is also reflected in Table 5. It can be seen from Table 5 that 4 min 
treatment with the smallest d50 and D4,3 is the follow-up research 
condition. 

3.3.2. Ultrasound intensity 
The emulsion is first treated with R-SH at 16,000 rpm for 4 min and 

then further emulsified under different intensities by ultrasound for 4 
min. The optical microscopic images and the chord length of the 

emulsions are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The chord lengths d10, d50, 
d90, D3,2, D4,3, and δ of the emulsions are shown in Table 6. 

Fig. 10 shows that the content of coarse emulsion decreased signif-
icantly with the increase of ultrasonic intensity. The curves in Fig. 11 
show that, unlike ultrasound time, the ultrasonic intensity has more 
influence on the emulsion droplets’ size. The ultrasonic intensity has a 
greater influence on the emulsion particle size (as marked in Section 
3.2). Gaikwad et al. [43] observed that as the dispersed phase hold-up 
increases with an increase in the ultrasound time, the collision fre-
quency of droplets increases, resulting in the coalescence of small 
droplets to form large droplets, which are relatively stable at lower ul-
trasound intensity levels. However, such coalescence is not observed at 
high ultrasound intensity, and the droplet size shows a continuous 
decrease or an asymptotic behavior concerning time. As the ultrasound 
intensity increases, the pressure amplitude of the applied ultrasound 
increases, causing an increase in the cavitation phenomena, and as the 
cavitation increases, the large droplets frequently break to form smaller 
droplets. Hence, there is a decrease in the emulsion droplet size with an 
increase in the ultrasound intensity. But convergent agglomeration may 

Fig. 12. Optical microscope images of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH with different times (a is for 1 min, b is for 2 min, c is for 4 min, 
d is for 6 min, e is for 8 min) and ultrasound (60% − 4 min). 

Fig. 13. Chord length of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH with different times and ultrasound (60% − 4 min) (a is distribution curve, and 
b is accumulation curve). 
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dominate when the optimal ultrasound intensity is exceeded [44]. This 
is why when the ultrasonic intensity reaches 100%, the emulsion 
droplets enlarge, as shown in Fig. 11. When the ultrasonic intensity 
reaches 80%, the emulsion droplets approach the smallest d50 but don’t 
achieve the smallest D4,3. Therefore, 60% of ultrasound intensity with 
the smallest D4,3 is chosen for further assessments. 

3.3.3. R-SH time 
For exploring the influence of R-SH time on the emulsion droplets 

prepared by the combined process (R-SH and ultrasound), the emulsion 
is first treated with R-SH at 16000 rpm for different times and then 

further emulsified for 4 min by ultrasound with 60% intensity. The 
optical microscope images and the chord length of the emulsions are 
shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The chord lengths d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3, 
and δ of the emulsions are shown in Table 7. Results (Fig. 12) show that 
the particle size of the emulsion is relatively uniform. However, as 
shown in Fig. 13, there is a big difference in the size of droplets in 
emulsion (>10). This means that ultrasound has a significant effect on 
the emulsion (<10) and the effect of R-SH on the emulsion is not visible. 
The data in Table 7 indicates that when the R-SH time is 2 min, the d50, 
D3,2, and D4,3 of emulsion are the smallest, rather than at 4 min 
(Table 4). 

Fig. 14 compares the d50 of emulsion prepared by the R-SH process 
and R-SH ultrasonic combined process over R-SH time for further as-
sessments. These outcomes illustrate that at 4 min, d50 of the emulsion 
after R-SH treatment has the shortest distance from the d50 of the 
emulsion after the optimum ultrasonic conditions, indicating d50 of the 

Table 7 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3 and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined process of R-SH with different times and ultrasound (60% − 4 min).  

Average diameter R-SH time (min) 

1 2 4 6 8 

d10 (μm) 2.50 (±0.05) 
[2.43,2.56] 

2.41 (±0.08) 
[2.32,2.53] 

2.48 (±0.05) 
[2.40,2.53] 

2.47 (±0.05) 
[2.41,2.55] 

2.44 (±0.08) 
[2.36,2.52] 

d50 (μm) 11.89 (±0.41) 
[11.48,12.53] 

11.40 (±0.29) 
[10.99,11.77] 

11.81 (±0.41) 
[11.31,12.31] 

11.85 (±0.45) 
[11.45,12.49] 

12.09 (±0.54) 
[11.52,12.87] 

d90 (μm) 33.87 (±1.42) 
[31.61,35.16] 

31.96 (±0.64) 
[31.28,32.76] 

33.18 (±0.79) 
[32.15,34.25] 

37.29 (±1.80) 
[35.49,39.50] 

38.25 (±0.73) 
[37.11,39.05] 

D3,2 (μm) 33.90 (±0.78) 
[32.88,34.78] 

32.58 (±0.75) 
[31.60,33.57] 

34.21 (±1.04) 
[32.61,35.37] 

38.08 (±1.11) 
[37.18,39.78] 

39.21, (±1.29) 
[38.02,41.10] 

D4,3 (μm) 40.89 (±1.16) 
[39.23,42.20] 

39.56 (±1.62) 
[37.56,41.73] 

41.64 (±2.33) 
[39.12,45.48] 

45.42 (±0.97) 
[43.84,46.20] 

46.19 (±2.24) 
[43.51,49.43] 

δ 2.64 (±0.09) 
[2.54,2.76] 

2.59 (±0.05) 
[2.52,2.65] 

2.60 (±0.08) 
[2.47,2.68] 

2.92 (±0.10) 
[2.78,3.06] 

2.97 (±0.17) 
[2.70,3.14]  

Fig. 14. Comparison of d50 of emulsion prepared by R-SH process (16,000 rpm) 
and R-SH ultrasonic combined process over R-SH time (the ultrasonic intensity 
was 60%, the ultrasonic time was 4 min). 

Fig. 15. The comparison of R-SH and the combined process (R-SH and ultrasonic) (a is distribution curve, and b is accumulation curve).  

Table 8 
d10, d50, d90, D3,2, D4,3 and δ of emulsion droplets prepared by the combined 
process of R-SH and ultrasonic method.  

Average 
diameter 

The combined “R-SH + Ultrasound” time (min) 

2 min + 0 min 2 min + 4 min 4 min + 2 min 6 min + 0 min 

d10 (μm) 4.28 (±0.56) 
[3.34,4.69] 

2.41 (±0.08) 
[2.32,2.53] 

2.55 (±0.12) 
[2.37,2.71] 

3.48 (±0.09) 
[3.35,3.56] 

d50 (μm) 17.78 (±2.11) 
[14.32,19.49] 

11.40 (±0.29) 
[10.99,11.77] 

11.86 (±0.12) 
[11.78,12.06] 

14.63 (±1.03) 
[13.71,15.82] 

d90 (μm) 64.61 (±5.82) 
[54.25,67.13] 

31.96 (±0.64) 
[31.28,32.76] 

34.33 (±0.48) 
[33.60,34.78] 

58.09 (±2.41) 
[54.73,60.24] 

D3,2 (μm) 60.43 (±4.14) 
[53.14,63.41] 

32.58 (±0.75) 
[31.60,33.57] 

34.95 (±0.90) 
[34.07,36.31] 

55.00 (±2.37) 
[50.96,56.77] 

D4,3 (μm) 67.05 (±3.74) 
[60.56,69.00] 

39.56 (±1.62) 
[37.56,41.73] 

42.50 (±2.46) 
[40.19,46.03] 

61.47 (±2.78) 
[56.53,63.22] 

δ 3.41 (±0.21) 
[3.18,3.65] 

2.59 (±0.05) 
[2.52,2.65] 

2.68 (±0.06) 
[2.62,2.74] 

3.75 (±0.34) 
[3.27,4.10]  
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emulsion droplets experienced the minor variation (having the little 
benefit of sonication). This phenomenon could be because ultrasound 
significantly reduces emulsion droplets than R-SH. Though, as the 
emulsion droplets are reduced to a certain extent, the effect of ultra-
sound will be counterproductive, as presented in Table 5. Therefore, it is 
pertinent to appropriately reduce the R-SH processing time, reduce the 
emulsion droplets by ultrasound, obtain smaller emulsions and save 
energy. 

3.4. R-SH vs. The combined process 

Fig. 15 comprehensively compares R-SH with the combined process 
(R-SH and ultrasound). The corresponding curves for d10, d50, d90, D3,2, 
D4,3, and δ are shown in Table 8. 

From the comparison of the three curves for different R-SH and ul-
trasonic treatment times, i.e. “2 min + 0 min”, “2 min + 4 min” and “6 
min + 0 min” (Fig. 15), it can be seen that for 4 min of R-SH or 4 min of 
ultrasound applied after 2 min of R-SH, the effect of ultrasonic treatment 
is relatively higher than R-SH. This also shows that ultrasound is supe-
rior to R-SH in reducing the size of the emulsion droplets. The d50, D3,2, 
D4,3 listed in Table 8 also support this statement. When the treatment 
time is the same, the three curves of “2 min + 4 min”, “4 min + 2 min” 
and “6 min + 0 min” in Fig. 15 show that the short-time ultrasonic 
treatment can also reduce the emulsion droplet size. The curves of “2 
min + 4 min” and “4 min + 2 min” illustrate a big difference in the part 
where the chord length is>15 μm, indicating that ultrasound signifi-
cantly reduces emulsion (>15). This is consistent with the results pre-
sented in Table 8. 

And from Table 8, the δ of the emulsion was significantly reduced 
after ultrasonic treatment. The emulsion was treated by ultrasound to 
become more monodisperse, as shown in Fig. 15 (a). The emulsion 
(>40) for “2 min + 0 min” vs. “6 min + 0 min” represent the main 
particle size distribution for only R-SH. With the increase of R-SH time, 
the number of emulsions (<10) increases significantly (i.e., the number 
of emulsions (>30) decreased significantly). The comparison of the two 
curves, “2 min + 0 min” vs. “2 min + 4 min” shows that ultrasound can 
effectively disperse emulsion (>40) and significantly increases the 
content of emulsion (<10). The comparison of the two curves, “2 min +
4 min” vs. “4 min + 2 min” indicates that the increase of the ultrasonic 
time can further disperse the emulsion (>30). The particle size 

distribution of nano-silica under different conditions has been measured 
as illustrated in Fig. 16. From the conditions 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 16 (a), it is 
evident that as R-SH intensity and time increase, the two peaks of NSP 
distribution indicate the particle size decrease. Large emulsion droplets 
are formed due to the aggregated NSP. R-SH dispersed nano-silica still 
has micron-sized aggregate particles, which occupy the nanoparticles as 
emulsifiers and contribute to the formation of large emulsion droplets. 
This is also why the emulsion distribution presents two peaks, and the 
peak value of emulsion (>30) is high. 

The nano-silica after ultrasonic treatment is shown in Fig. 16 (c). NSP 
cannot be completely dispersed in water, as most of them float on the 
surface of the water. Compared with the nano-silica prepared by ultra-
sound, the nano-silica prepared by R-SH is a uniform solution, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 16 (b). It can be seen that R-SH is inferior to ul-
trasound in nano-level dispersion, but it is better than ultrasound in 
macroscopic dispersion. The dispersing effect of ultrasound is discussed 
under the combined process conditions. It can be seen from conditions 2, 
4, and 5 in Fig. 16 (a) that ultrasound is beneficial to the dispersion of 
micron-sized aggregates, where the emulsion droplets after ultrasound 
treatment become smaller. As the ultrasonic intensity increases, the NSP 
becomes more dispersed. The dispersion effect of nano-silica prepared 
by R-SH or ultrasound is evidently related to the droplet size of the 
emulsion. It is worth noting that although the NSP are further dispersed, 

Condition 1 R-SH prepared at 10000 rpm for 4 min 
Condition 2 R-SH prepared at 16000 rpm for 4 min 
Condition 3 R-SH prepared at 16000 rpm for 8 min 

 

Condition 4 R-SH prepared at 16000 rpm for 4 min and ultrasound prepared at 20% for 4 min 
Condition 5 R-SH prepared at 16000 rpm for 4 min and ultrasound prepared at 60% for 4 min 

Fig. 16. (a) Particle size distribution of nano-silica under different conditions; (b) uniform nano-silica/water solution after treatment by R-SH, and (c) nano-silica and 
water after treatment by ultrasonic. 

Table 9 
A comparison within different process setups in their optimum points.  

Condition Optimum R- 
SH 

R-SH + optimum 
ultrasound 

Optimum (R-SH +
ultrasound) 

d10 3.20 (±0.15) 
[3.05,3.35] 

2.50 (±0.08) 
[2.37,2.57] 

2.41 (±0.08) 
[2.32,2.53] 

d50 13.76 (±0.67) 
[13.00,14.53] 

11.87 (±0.30) 
[11.62,12.38] 

11.40 (±0.29) 
[10.99,11.77] 

d90 52.46 (±1.15) 
[51.62,54.28] 

34.35 (±1.01) 
[33.18,35.59] 

31.96 (±0.64) 
[31.28,32.76] 

D3,2 50.80 (±1.57) 
[49.48,53.14] 

35.48 (±1.13) 
[34.24,37.28] 

32.58 (±0.75) 
[31.60,33.57] 

D4,3 57.49 (±1.96) 
[55.88,60.56] 

43.31 (±2.33) 
[41.38,46.79] 

39.56 (±1.62) 
[37.56,41.73] 

δ 3.59 (±0.18) 
[3.34,3.78] 

2.69 (±0.10) 
[2.60,2.85] 

2.59 (±0.05) 
[2.52,2.65]  
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they still exist as aggregates. Table 9 summarizes the results of various 
methods in their optimum points. 

In addition to the dispersion of nanoparticles, their surface properties 
also influence the preparation of Pickering emulsion [45]. Thus, the 

hydrophobicity, zeta potential, and morphological characteristics of 
NSP with and without mechanical treatment were discussed. First, 
Fig. 17 indicates that the R-SH and ultrasonic treatment processes have 
almost no influence on the surface of NSP. The contents ratio of O, C, and 

Name O C Si 
a-atomic % 62.09 10.03 27.87 
b-atomic % 63.45 9.36 27.19 
c-atomic % 63.19 9.34 27.47 

Fig. 17. The XPS results of the nano-silica particles (a is for the nano-silica particles, b is for the nano-silica particles after R-SH, c is for the nano-silica particles 
after ultrasonic). 

Fig. 18. SEM images of 75–150 μm quartz samples (a) without and (b) with ultrasound (30 W) at × 1200 magnification rate [46].  
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Si are quite close in samples under different conditions, which indicates 
that the treatment of NSP by the mechanical processes cannot change 
the hydrophobicity of NSP. In this regard, Gungoren [46] compared the 
SEM images of − 75 + 150 μm quartz particles with and without ultra-
sound (Fig. 18). It is indicated that there was no significant change on 
the particle surface for the ultrasonic treatment. Due to the resolution 
limitation of the SEM device, it is difficult to obtain clear images to 
observe the morphological characteristics of NSP. Quartz is a homoge-
neous mineral, and its properties are the same for different diameters of 
particles. Thus, it is considered that the mechanical processes cannot 
change the morphological features of NSP. Finally, Table 10 summarizes 
the zeta potential data of the NSP. Samples under different conditions 
have almost the same zeta potential levels. Following this, Blake and 
Ralston reported that the NSP zeta potential remained unchanged after 
hydrophobization by trimethylchlorosilane [47]. Overall, it is concluded 
that the effects of R-SH and ultrasonic treatment processes on the surface 
properties of NSP are insignificant. 

4. Conclusions 

Exploring the effectiveness of various mechanical processes (R-SH, 
ultrasonic emulsification, and their combination) for Pickering emulsion 
preparation by using nano-silica particles indicated that: 

• Outcomes demonstrated that due to equipment limitation, the in-
tensity adjustment of R-SH is not as wide as the time adjustment 
range, making R-SH more strongly affected by time.  

• The nano-silica particles after ultrasonic treatment were more 
dispersed, and the emulsion droplets were smaller and more 
monodispersed.  

• Ultrasonic intensity is far more important than ultrasonic time, 
which is related to the formation of the smaller emulsion. Ultrasound 
treatment could obtain smaller emulsion droplets than R-SH, but it 
requires great ultrasound intensity to prepare a uniform emulsion.  

• Comparing the ultrasound vs. R-SH, the longer time and greater 
strength required to obtain stable emulsions and R-SH could not 
effectively disperse NSP. Results illustrated that R-SH and optimal 
ultrasound as a combined process is more effective than the ultra-
sound lonely.  

• The optimum combination (R-SH with 16000 rpm for 2 min and 
ultrasound with 60% for 4 min) showed an optimal condition that 
facilitates the use of less energy to obtain the smallest droplets. 
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